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Wisconsin Public Service Corporation 
ATTN: Mr. E. W. James 

Senior Vice President 
Post Office Box 1200 
Green Bay, Wisconsin 54305 

Gentlemen: 

RE: KEWAUNEE NUCLEAR PLANT
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As you are aware, on April 26, 1978, Connecticut Yankee Atomic Power 
Company experienced difficulty in removing irradiated fuel assemblies 
from the spent fuel storage racks at their Haddam Neck plant. The 
new spent fuel storage racks at Haddam Neck, similar to those proposed 
for the Kewaunee plant, utilize a boron carbide (40) neutron absorbing 
material sealed in the annulus between the inner and outer concentric 
cans forming each storage location. As a result of this occurrence, we 
find that we require additional information to complete our review of 
your proposed use of this type storage rack. The specific requests 
for information are enclosed. Please respond within 30 days of the 
date of this letter.  

Sincerely, 

Original Signed By 

A. Schwencer, Chief 
Operating Reactors Branch #1 
Division of Operating Reactors

Enclosure: 
Request for Additional 

Information 

cc's with enclosure: 
See next page
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UNITED STATES 
NUCLEAR REGULATORY COMMISSION 

WASHINGTON, D. C. 20555 

Docket No. 50-305 May 23, 1978 

Wisconsin Public Service Corporation 
ATTN: Mr. E. W. James 

Senior Vice President 
Post Office Box 1200 
Green Bay, Wisconsin 54305 

Gentlemen: 

RE: KEWAUNEE NUCLEAR PLANT 

As you are aware, on April 26, 1978, Connecticut Yankee Atomic Power Company experienced difficulty in removing irradiated fuel assemblies 
from the spent fuel storage racks at their Haddam Neck plant. The new spent fuel storage racks at Haddam Neck, similar to those proposed for the Kewaunee plant, utilize a boron carbide (B4C) neutron absorbing material sealed in the annulus between the inner and outer concentric 
cans forming each storage location. As a result of this occurrence, we find that we require additional information to complete our review of your proposed use of this type storage rack. The specific requests for information are enclosed. Please respond within 30 days of the date of this letter.  

Sincerely, 

A. Schwencer, Chief 
Operating Reactors Branch #1 
Division of Operating Reactors 

Enclosure: 
Request for Additional 

Information 

cc's with enclosure: 
See next page



Wisconsin Public Service Corporation - 2 - May 23, 1978 

cc: Steven E. Keane, Esquire 
Foley, Sammond & Lardner 
777 East Wisconsin Avenue 
Milwaukee, Wisconsin 53202 

Bruce W. Churchill, Esquire 
Shaw, Pittman, Potts & Trowbridge 
1800 M Street, NW.  
Washington, D. C. 20036 

Kewaunee Public Library 
314 Milwaukee Street 
Kewaunee, Wisconsin 54216



REQUEST FOR ADDITIONAL INFORMATION 

SPENT FUEL POOL CAPACITY EXPANSION 

KEWAUNEE NUCLEAR PLANT 

1. On Page 3-1 of your submittal, dated November 14, 1977, you state that, "The absorber plate is 50% B4C by volume with the remainder being carbon, resin, and voids." Provide the composition of the resin in the plates and the impurities in the B4C.  
2. Provide a detailed description of and the documented results of a prototypical experiment, which includes all significant aspects of the spent fuel pool situation and environment, that show that these composite B4C plates will not offgas under irradiation in the spent fuel pool and cause distortion of the storage racks to an unacceptable degree.  

3. Provide a detailed description of and the documented results of a prototypical experiment, which includes all significant aspects of the spent fuel pool situation and environment, that show that these B4C plates will not become so brittle from irradiation in the spent fuel pool that they could be broken up by the insertion and removal of fuel assemblies or by a safe shutdown earthquake at some time in the design life of the spent fuel racks.  

4. Will any source of neutrons other than spent fuel assemblies be stored in the spent fuel pool? If so, at what rate will they emit neutrons? 

5. If the boron material is to be exposed to the pool water, state the maximum percentage of boron oxide, B203, in the B4 C. Since B203 is soluble in water it will either be necessary to assume that this amount of boron is leached from the boron plates or to experimentally show that this will not happen during the life of the racks. Also, address any other effects that the spent fuel pool water environment might have on the boron plates.


